Maximise
your revenue
and value

to merchants

We are your technological partner,

providing a universal feature-rich

payment orchestration platform
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Integration 
with

120 +

106M +

ready-made

successfully

integrations

processed clients’
transactions in 2020

650 +

400 +

payment

payment

providers

methods

250 +

200 +

payout

currencies and

methods

cryptos
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Flaunt your brand with fully
white-label interfaces
For your merchants

On your domain
Hosted and maintained by us

Merchant portal

Hosted payment
pages

API & Docs

A straightforward

Easily apply your or your

Onboard merchants

customisable back office

merchants' branding and

quickly with tiny

for your merchants

customise payment pages

well-documented API.

as you wish
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Increase your revenue and competitiveness
1

Seamless onboarding

Unlimited possibilities

Onboard your merchants easily

Connect new payment providers

and connect multiple PSPs &

or acquirers and your existing

acquirers in a few clicks for them.

portfolio equally easy.

Faster scaling

Effortless innovation

Grow and enter new markets with

Join our cauldron of fintech

your clients freely and not worrying

innovation to evolve and be one

about new integrations.

step ahead of the market.

More clients

Omichannel processing

We’ve integrated dozens of PSPs

From any type of card payments to P2P

that work with both low and high

and crypto, we support any payment

risk merchants.

method, currency and flow.
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No merchant left behind
We are doing our best to provide the highest level of service
and support to all merchants, including those with complex
business requirements and from strictly regulated industries.

An extensive network of payment providers
and global acquiring relationship

Optimal rates for even the most
challenging accounts
Serving hard-to-place accounts
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We would be glad to provide you with merchant
accounts opening assistance and consultancy
through our project PayAtlas that helps online
businesses and payment providers find each other.

https://payatlas.com
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Your dedicated payment team
We develop payment solutions for more than 10 years.
This is how we've learned what works, what doesn't,
and what helps our clients to reach the top.
With this knowledge and experience, we are ready

to guide you every step of the way with personalised
support and consultancy.

Dedicated
Account Manager

Profesional
onboarding assistance

Every client has

a dedicated Account
Manager and access 
to our Support team.

Our Account Managers

and Support Specialists
will assist you from the
very beginning.

Additional service
Our highly qualified
Account Managers can
help onboard your
merchants on your behalf.
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We take care of integrations for you
We have a dedicated
integration team whose
daily work is to establish
new connections, upgrade
and maintain them, so that
you don’t have to.

A dedicated team that
develops new integrations,
upgrades and maintains them
for you and your merchants

650+

payment providers
& acquirers

About 5 new integrations
+ 15 updates of existing
ones per month

120+
ready-made
integrations

We establish new
integrations with PSPs
on your demand
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Cover all your merchants’ payment needs
Web

In-app

Full payment stack

Mobile

We empower you to become a holistic payment vendor for all your
merchants, granting them access to our scalable and customisable
platform with a sophisticated set of features and solutions.

Connect

Process

Optimise

Payment Providers
Payment Methods
Payout Methods
Reconciliation

Payments
Checkouts
Payouts

Batch Payouts

Smart Processing
Currency Conversion

Reconciliation

Batch Payouts

Manage

Market

Develop

Dashboard
Merchants
Merchant Portal
Analytics

Merchant IDs

Currency Conversion

WL Merchant Portal

WL Payment Provider

Documentation
API References
Sandbox

SDKs
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Key payment gateway features
Single
access
point

Any payment flow
Our platform is a one-stop shop for payment
processing and management.

Manage multiple business entities, branches, products
Connect multiple MIDs to a single gateway account

All types of card

Recurring payments

transactions

OCT

3DS1.0-2.0

P2P, and many

Instant & delayed

other flows

charge

Any methods

Omnichannel payment processing
Smart routing, Cascading, Auto-retries
Dynamic currency conversion

Credit cards

Cryptocurrencies

Bank transfers

Mobile carriers

Digital wallets

Local payment options

Batch payouts to thousands of recipients
Automatic reconciliation for multiple accounts

Any currency & crypto

Automated aggregation of all your business data

USD

BTC

Auto-generated reports and visual insights

EUR

LTC

GBP

200+ currencies
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No integration hassless for your merchants
Provide your merchants with the opportunity to choose the most
suitable payment page integration option for them.

Flash

Embedded

Pay by link

A popup on top of your
merchants’ website. Requires
practically no coding effort

and works without redirecting.

Your merchants can easily add
a payment page to their
website as an iFrame, creating
a frictionless user experience.

Merchants can generate
payment links and send them
to their customers to complete
purchases.

Self-hosted

If your merchants have their own development team and are PCI DSS certified, they might consider hosting
payment page themselves, using API and SDKs. With Corefy, you can make it possible for them.
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Security is in our DNA

PCI DSS Level 1

certificate

VISA Third Party
Agent (TPA)

Mastercard Registration
Program (MRP)

Google Pay’s certified

participating processor

Compliance with

PSD2 and GDPR
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Transparent success-based pricing
No onbording fee
We believe it’s only fair for you to
pay only when our software helps
you earn.

Transaction-based
Only transactions affecting the
topline are being charged for.

48 hours to start
Get out-of-the-box access to all
the payment tech in 48 hours or so.

Starter

Professional

Enterprise

For small and medium-sized
businesses

For larger businesses

or those seeking advanced
administration tools

For very large businesses

or those in highly regulated
industries

€2000.00

€5000.00

Tailored

Infrastructure fee per month

Infrastructure fee per month

Infrastructure fee per month

10,000

100,000

> 1,000,000

Total number of successful transactions

free of charge per month

Total number of successful transactions

free of charge per month

Total number of successful transactions

free of charge per month

€0,06

€0,02

Tailored

Price for each transaction
after exceeding the plan

Price for each transaction
after exceeding the plan

Price for each transaction
after exceeding the plan
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Ready to level up your success?

Visit corefy.com
Write to us sales@corefy.com
Call us at +44 20 3608 5914
Corefy’s name and logo are registered trademarks of Corefy Limited. Corefy®
includes patent-pending technology. All company, product and service names
used on this website are for identification purposes only.
Use of these names, logos, illustrations, and brands does not imply
endorsement. All trademarks and trade names are the property of their
respective holders.
All the Corefy services are a data transfer, processing, storage and hosting
service only and do not include any financial transaction proce ssing.
PayCore.io Limited is not, and is not required to be, licensed by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA)

